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In the pop-up camper

by Susan Jo Gutermuth

That he pulled behind his

asleep

Gas guzzling beauty.
She said that she needed me to write something that would
Remind her of the food old days,

Oh sure there was the mixed tape that we
had listened to

The days when the road stretched out ahead
and possibilities were

The summer after Daddy

Ever so possible.

(It was us or the pop-up he had said

Sold the camper
With a shrug)

So I let the water fall on my back and run
down my back
In great burning rivers
And laughed to myself
She had suggested I write a review on an
album I liked,

And we lived at the motel pool
Our usually pale skin all but blistering
In the Southern sun.
But there was no way
That Meggy-Kate

But we both know we haven't shared music
views

Was going to listen to that

Since that time in the back

Again...

Damn Tape

Of our Daddy's 1972 Mercury Monterey

Though now that I think back,

And 'Ramblin' Man' was on and

I don't think it was her that had declared
that

We were all singing so loud that there was
Nothing
That
Could stop us.
But I thought I would give it a try.
Two hours later, I had sifted through every
song I owned
Finding nothing
But the songs we used to listen to
On mornings when we'd watch the sun come
up
Sitting on the hood of a car
That Daddy would have whooped us
For sitting on.
But he never found out because he was still

Before taking the only other copy of it we
had
And pulling all the insides out to decorate
For a birthday party that never happened
Because Daddy had to work late.
No, really there was nothing I could write
about
That would bring back a memory,
So I decided to just wait.
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“And It All Started with Me”
by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth
I will be the shining example of Mother
Nature’s purity
I will be the symbol of poetry – fundamental, carefully tended beauty
Your sugar sweet salty cheats will not overpower me
When I can be what you’ll only dare to
dream – free.
To immerse is to purge, and baby when
drowning I've got urge
Rage is power
I've got more than I can bear
Rage for prosperity
Rage for love
Rage for success
My body is a temple
And it all begins inside me
So I will chant, pray, discipline and run
So that I can help pave a way
Ana and I work hand in hand
Some people freak out
It's just discipline dear - you don't understand
No more will I laze around
Fat, glutton and blurred
I will strengthen my muscles and breathe in
beauty
Of that, you can be assured
As I grow stronger, the more I come into
my own me
It's not so scary in this skin anymore
It feels good to be naked
It's a blessing to simply be
I will chant my prayers, my hopes, and my
dreams
Self-destruction becomes self-production
And it all started with me

I Think I’m Going Crazy
by Skip
Verse 1:
Damn I fucked up
And now I’m all alone
Thought I could live without you
I guess I was wrong
At first it was all good
I tried to laugh it off
And then it all hit me
Damn my baby gone
And still everywhere I look
Its you I see
All these pictures on the wall is driving me crazy
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Not just the photos
But everything reminds me of you
And all those freaky things we used to do
My mind saying fuck it all
But my heart wants me to hold on
Should I burn this motherfucker down
Or should I wait until you come home
I’m losing my mind
Don’t know what to do
Its like I can’t live with
Or without you
I swear its hard for me to let you go
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That why I got to let you know
Chorus:
I think I’m going crazy
Without you girl
How do I live without my baby
I can’t be with out you girl
I think I’m going crazy
Feel like I’m going crazy
I know I’m the reason why you hate me
And that’s the shit that drives me crazy

Teenagers
by ka0s k0mplex
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There‟s a part of me I‟m scared of.
Don‟t want it to rise above.
Keep it in the bottomLike where my self-esteem be.
Wishing life could be easy,
Instead I‟m feeling queasy.
When am I gonna know peace and good sleep?
I just want love in my reach.
Nothing to eat, malnourished from the lack of
affection.
They say it‟s just my perception.
Everything‟s so dark.
The taste is so tart.
I keep looking down at these slash marks.
Wondering when these emotions will stopOnly to restart.
My dreams seem so far,
And my psychologist just picks me apart.
Then gives me pills to pop.
Can‟t even walk around these mall shops,
Without wanting to steal what I can‟t afford.
Someone asked me where was my religion.
Hidden- like when I asked God to help me.
I‟m so empty.
So I hang out with other loners,
That are owners of weed and alcohol.
Intoxicated to numb the feeling of no control.
And the downward spiral crashes.
Sometimes I wanna chase this bottle of vodka with
some lit matches.
We‟re talking about revenging on those that weren‟tbefriending,
Us when we were trying.
Thinking it be better dying,
Than sitting here crying and eating up these vicodin,
And mixing them with ginAnd whatever anti-depressants we were given.
Are you kidding?
I‟m just a kid trying to fit in.
Feeling like a sinner in church,
It all hurts.
Why won‟t you give me a good worthInstead of making me feel useless.
Under the influence,
Of hateful lyricist.
Looking in the mirror,
Wishing I‟d be more than what you value me.
A good analogy,
Would be finding treasure in the trash,
But I‟ve never felt important,
Unless you were flipping out on me about a self
inflicted gash.
And as far as I can seeIt‟s drugs, money, and cashThat will give you status.
Is that why some rappers make it seem like magicWhen they‟re selling crack to make other families
lives more tragic?
I can‟t understand it.
I‟m too naïve.
What should I believe?
Maybe what they keep flashing on TV.
Will that better me?
Whatchu think teacherThat dictates me in lectures?
Thinking you‟re making me feel betterWhen you‟re just making me feel shittier.
Thanks a lot.
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Yours, mine and ours, only the best influences for our readers! Vintage and recent premieres.

Checking in at Bates Motel
by Audrey Adamson
TV shows based on movies face unique issues. The biggest being the lack of actors from the original movie. Actors are either not
interested in TV work or cannot be paid what they would like. So producers have two options: use the same characters with different actors or create whole new characters. Both options can lose fans but sometimes shows can triumph. For every success like
Friday Night Lights there is a Clueless. The key is to have good writing and characters played by actors that are relatable.
Bates Motel takes viewers through Norman Bates‟ journey of becoming a psycho. A&E jumps from the timeline of the original
movie but keeps the character intact and the plot is engaging. The pilot starts strong.
Bates Motel beings the Bates story after Norman‟s father dies and he and his mother move into the hotel to get a fresh start. The
house and hotel are in major disrepair so the pair has a lot of work ahead of them. The town of Seaside is caught in an economic
slump and the original owners of the hotel are not happy about losing their property. Added onto of being the new kid at school,
Norman is dealing with the questionable death of his father and dealing with his mother‟s mood swings. In the pilot, Norma is
raped and the last shred of sanity in the Bates‟ house snaps. Viewers watch as Norman begins his descends to the world of psychosis.
A&E gets quite a few things right. The first is the casting of the principle characters. Great care was taken in casting the 17 year
old version of Norman Bates. Freddie Highmore (Johnny Depp‟s progeny) moves past fairy tale characters and becomes the awkward teenager with mommy issues. Highmore nails the almost stutter and jerky movements that afflicted adult Norman. Highmore
seems to channel Anthony Perkins, and you feel sorry for this budding psycho.
Adding the mother as an actual character is the unique twist that makes the show worthwhile. Even though Psycho IV: The Beginning delved into Norman‟s childhood, the show gives a more intimate look of Norma Bates, and she truly comes to life. Vera Farmiga radiates crazy- the way she walks, the way she talks, the way she smiles. You clearly see why Norman becomes what he is;
genetically and environmentally, he never had a chance.
Perhaps the best character in the show is the house itself. The production team did a fabulous job of reconstructing the Bates home
and motel. The sets decorated as they were in the original movie. This eye for detail makes it seem nature that Highmore would be
the young version of Bates. This blast from the past gives a sense to the family state of being: out of touch with the current time.
The minimal use of technology allows the house to cast its spell and keep the characters and viewers trapped in the past. As a viewer, seeing the house done correctly was more important than casting the characters.
Bates Motel has a solid beginning, and the show itself has lots of potential. Let‟s see if the team at A&E can keep it up.

Inside Job: Understanding the Financial Crisis of 2008
by Brandon Watson
As a man from the middle class, affected by the 2008 financial crisis, I always had a high level of curiosity
about the event with little understanding of what actually happened. My own personal experience with peers
my age, my parents, my social groups have pointed me to the conclusion that this is a probably a general consensus. Not a lot of “regular” people understand the full nature of this seismic economic event that affected
the entire world. “Inside Job” directed by Charles Ferguson and winner of the 2010 Academy Award for Best
Documentary does an excellent job of explaining the roots and effects of the crisis. From deregulatory practices beginning in the Reagan administration to the increase in subprime lending in the new millennium, the film
shows, in a palpable and easily understood way, the nature and history of this economic event. What I find
most grasping about the film is the language and structure that lends itself to the understanding of normal people. People who do not understand the vast gulf of information that is the stock market, its legality, and the
government‟s control of it will be able to soak in the reasons for the crisis without overwhelming themselves.
The film documents the attitudes and behavior of major investment banks and key individuals in America at
the time of the crisis. While not announcing anything particularly shocking about the history of the world, the
film lends understanding to a common audience that was widely affected by an event they may have little detailed knowledge of before viewing it.

Inspirations.
by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth
and Ewa Malinowska
Patti Smith Group – Gloria
Helena Modrzejewska – Geniusz Sceny
Alex Modrzjewska – From Here
Marianne Faithfull – As Tears Go By
Pink Floyd – Shine On You Crazy Diamond
Pink Floyd – High Hopes
Electric Guest—Troubleman
City and Colour – O’Sister
Devendra Banhart – Seahorse
The Velvet Underground & Nico – Femme Fatale
Simon and Garfunkel – Sound of Silence
Cat Power – Cherokee
Maria McKee – If Love Is A Red Dress
The Mamas & The Papas – California Dreamin
Bill Withers – Ain’t No Sunshine
Ray Charles – Hit The Road, Jack
Bjork – It’s Oh So Quiet
Maria Peszek – Mam kota
Czesla Niemen – Dziwny jest ten swiat
Manaam – krakowski spleen
The Stuff – Your Libido
Morningwood – Jetsetter
The Above – My Love
Iggy and the Stooges – The Passenger
Elvis Presley – Hound Dog
Aretha Franklin – It Won’t Be Long
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Only Time Will Tell
by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth
Cat Power – Cherokee
Phoenix – Entertainment
Hole – Boys on the Radio
Garbage – Tell Me Where It Hurts
Patti Smith – Pissing In A River
Green Day – Oh, Love
The Virgin Prunes – I Am God
Hole – Beautiful Son
CKY – Flesh Into Gear
Tori Amos – Hey Jupiter
She Wants Revenge – Take the World
Fiona Apple—Paper Bag
Electric Guest – This Head I Hold
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Physical Graffiti
Interviews with rock bands and artists from around the world

Interview with
The Slants
of
Portland, Oregon, USA
www.theslants.com
PVzine: Thank you guys so much for everything you‟ve done to be supportive of the zine, and I‟m so glad
we‟re back again and able to catch up. Since our last issue, in 2007, your band‟s career has grown immensely. I knew even then your band had the potential to break barriers and achieve this success. What are the
most important lessons you‟ve learned along the way? What is the bucket list like for the band? What else is
on your list to accomplish?
Tyler: I've learned that the most important approach to a life and career as a musician is that you need to
remember to never stop finding joy in playing music. We've checked off a lot of bucket list items together,
but I think the next one is for all of us to be able to do music full-time without any other forms of supplemental income!
Aron: To always have fun and write songs from personal places.
Thai: We've been learning how better to communicate with each other as bandmates and how to communicate to our fans. We've learned, with the Kickstarter campaign, that what we do really touches people, and
that they do care about the band's success. One item on our bucket list is to play in Asia. Another is to play
in Europe. Of course, a long term goal is to be able to make a living with this band.
Simon: We‟ve had a lot of lineup changes over the years. In fact, our most recent member, Will, just joined a
few months ago. It‟s important to remember to stay passionate about what we‟re doing, even if we lose a few
along the way. I don‟t know if there are any certain „bucket list‟ items, other than hoping to make the full
transition of doing this for a living.
PVzine: Anyone who has been able to reach a substantially successful point in their career has had to pay
their dues and start from the ground up. For a lot of struggling musicians and creative people it can be disheartening. What were some of these points like for the band, and how did they make you stronger and more
determined to continue on this journey?

Simon: I think the struggle is important. You learn a lot more from failures and difficulties than when life is
easy. For us, there have been a number of struggles: from changing band members fairly frequently (only half
the band has been here since the beginning) to fighting the U.S Trademark Office over the right to use our
name, dealing with people who steal our music (both via piracy as well as claiming our music as theirs), the
tour bus breaking down, personal heartbreak and tragedy, and so on. We take these experiences and pour
them into our music and it only makes us fight harder for what we want.
Tyler: When we hear from our fans what a strong impact our music has on their lives, it helps us become
even more determined to continue on our journey!
Aron: We all work hard at our day jobs so we can play harder in the band.
PVzine: Even since our previous interview in 2007 the landscape of the music industry has changed completely. How has this affected the band? Is it more difficult these days to sell your own music? Do you view
the music business as a vocational industry? Or is it better that a band‟s record sales are now, for the most
part, in the hands of the bands themselves?
Thai: It's both easier and more difficult to sell your own music now. With iTunes and Amazon MP3s, it's
easier because there are more avenues where people can purchase the music. On the flip side, with national
and independent record stores closing left and right, there are less places to sell CDs. While we still do well
selling CDs at our live shows, but it has been obvious that the economy has caused a lot of music fans to cut
down on their music purchases. For us, record sales have always been in our own hands. Too many musicians I know have signed record deals with the major labels, only to not have any push and then have to buy
back their own album from the label so that they can sell it at shows and have the rights to them again. Even
The Slants turned down a million dollar contract, due to the lack of control we'd have with our art.
Simon: The music industry has been constantly changing ever since there was an “industry” to begin with. At
first, people thought recorded music deters people from going to live performances. Later on, folks were
afraid that blank cassettes would get cause a huge drop in album sales. Then, it was digital music. The reality
is that like any business, artists and record labels just have to adapt to the need. As independent artists, it‟s
easier than ever. The most important part is having something worth selling, music that people think is worth
something. If the music sucks, then it‟ll always be a struggle. If it is something that means something to people, you just have to find new ways of connecting with them.
PVzine: As people who has played both sides of the arena, so to speak, having been a member and the audience and being performers, are there certain aspects of the “insider business” today that can be damaging to
you as artists? How do you push forward to preserve your art without compromising your integrity for the
sake of branding or for money? Do you try to consciously avoid those situations or is it possible to make corporate entities work in your favor?
Tyler: We have turned down record deals in the past to protect our ourselves from losing artistic control of
our brand and music, but we are one of the few bands that has reached this level of success while remaining
independent. We aren't against signing with a label - and at the point that we do, I feel that we will have
enough leverage due to our existing success to arrive at a deal that is in the best interest of our artistic integrity.
Thai: We don't compromise our integrity at all. I believe that our integrity and our resolve is a big part of
our brand, and that our fans recognize and cherish that.

Simon: Artists just have to remain true to themselves. There‟s nothing wrong with support that allows to do
what you love, provided that it doesn‟t conflict with one‟s values. That just makes it disingenuous. We do
have some great partnerships with companies, but they‟re all stuff that we buy and our fans of anyway. They
just happen to be big fans of our music and want to help us reach new fans. I‟m always for that. Anyone who
wants to work with us just has to understand that we don‟t operate like other bands do. We have a very
unique audience and that‟s who we are loyal to.
PVzine: What would you like to see change in the music business?
Tyler: I hope to see a point where record companies see bands and musicians as partners opposed to items of
possession.
Thai: I'd like to see less bullshit coming from the majors.
Will: I hear this question a lot; asking me, “What do I think should change about the music business?” Personally, I don't think anything should change. It's up to us to change if anything. Businesses and
their models change, restructure, and fade away all the time. It is up to us to be innovative enough to fill the
void versus complaining about the way something used to be. Especially, if we have the power to fill that
void ourselves...
Simon: The music industry isn‟t all that different from any kind of business at all; people are just there selling goods or services that people want. It‟s easy to see it as big bad record companies versus good-hearted
artists but it‟s much more complex than that. It involves record stores, booking agents, promoters, music critics, venues, festivals, the media, and so on. Like anything else, there are a few greedy people out there but
there‟s mostly genuine people who love the art of music. It‟s like Ghandi says, “Be the change that you want
to see in the world.” So I guess, more than anything else, I want people to stop seeing music business as
something that is broken, corrupt, and destructive. Instead, see it as an opportunity to find ways to help others. What I don‟t like about the music industry is simply what I don‟t like about the world: people who exacerbate problems of racism, stereotypes, cisgender privilege, and ignorance. But that‟s what I hope we can
change.
PVzine: Can you share with us some of your most enlightening memories as a band?
Tyler: Although some of the huge arena shows that we have played have been amazing, the most enlightening experience that we have shared was performing in the yard for inmates at the Oregon State Pen!
Thai: Playing for the inmates at the Oregon State Penitentiary was one. We got to talk to the inmates about
their stories and how they got into prison and how it's like to live in prison. It's amazing how candid they
were with us, and how well they treated us. It reminds me that sometimes, one stupid mistake can cause your
life to drastically change and that you should weigh in the consequences of your actions.
Aron: Probably going over to Eastern Europe and playing for the troops. They give so much so it was nice
to give something back!
Simon: In addition to playing for prisoners and soldiers, one of my most enlightening moments came from
being off the stage: it was when I received a letter from a fan, thanking us for being models for the Asian
American community. There aren‟t many Asian Americans or people of color in the rock music world to
begin in, for one to deliberately celebrate their cultural heritage rocks the boat a little. I love that we‟re able
to provide meaning for someone out there, simply by doing what we love to do: create art.

PVzine: You‟ve recently come into some legal battles with the United States Trademark Office in your effort to trademark your logo for the band. Would you like to share with our readers how this came about? It is,
effectively, censorship to block you from expressing something that pertains to expressing an artistic form of
your own culture. How is this considered a racial issue at all, in their words? What can our readers do to help
bring justice to this case?
Thai: I'll defer to Simon since he's the expert on this one. :)
Simon: It‟s a long story that‟s been a few years in the making. In 2010, we filed an application for a trademark on our band‟s name (it‟s pretty common for bands to do). However, we were promptly rejected on the
ground of being “disparaging to persons of Asian descent.” They used Urban Dictionary as a source. We
fought back hard, getting letters from Asian American leaders, a linguistics expert and an editor at the New
American Oxford Dictionary, national surveys, letters of support, examples of other Asian American activists using “slant” as a positive, self-referential term, and so on. It was over 2,000 pages of evidence. They
still denied it. So we tried again, this time, asking why they accused us of racism but not one of the many,
many other trademarks for “slant” out there. The answer? Because we are Asian Americans. In other words,
we‟re being denied because of our race. That‟s just messed up. Right now, the best thing that people can do
is to talk about it, share the story with others (we have plenty of links on our Facebook).
PVzine: You have just released your new music video for “Love Letters From Andromeda”. Who directed
it? Was it as expensive as it looks? Can you tell us about the process in making the video?
Simon: I directed this one. It was actually pretty straightforward. I found out about this amazing steampunk
kung fu movie coming out called “Tai Chi Zero” and began talking to the people behind it. We decided to
work together - they supplied early footage of the film and I combined it with some live footage we shot at
an anime convention. I edited all of the clips together and then we released it.
PVzine: Thank you guys so much for the support you‟ve given the zine! It is truly appreciated! Anything
you would like to add?
The Slants: Thanks for all the years of support!

And at the end of this issue, be sure to check out a preview of the
Official Pretty Vacant zine Trading Card #10 of The Slants
available as a .pdf on the official zine website!!!

PVzine: Your music is completely influenced by b-movies, death threats and all things macabre. What‟s the
best b-movie you can all agree on that you like or hate the most?
Ronnie Raygun: Not sure about the other 2 creeps, but me and the keyboard player agree that the original
Texas Chainsaw Massacre is a masterpiece. Too many other films to mention, but I also want to say “Man
bites Dog” and early David Cronenberg stuff like Rabid, Shivers and The Brood (although Oliver Reed was
in the Brood so I don‟t know how low budget that one actually was). I like early Cronenberg a lot. I like the
cool scientific ideas, disgusting tumors and weird acting.
As for worst, after putting it off for many years I saw the original version of “Last House on the Left” and it‟s
a total piece of shit. Perhaps the worst film I‟ve ever seen. I think Wes Craven is a fucking numbskull. Away
from B- Movies you should check out a Korean film called “I Saw The Devil.” Insane.
PVzine: What are the audience‟s reactions like during one of your shows? If no one has died or suffer injury
trying to run from you, do tell us some plans up your sleeve!
Ronnie: It‟s always the same. I come down from the ceiling inside a badly maintained cow‟s skeleton smoking an Abdullah cigar. People stand there, jaws open like they just won a lifetime supply of soiled bowler
hats...in my own imagination. In reality we are just on the verge of playing our first show. We‟ve been practicing since last August (which sounds like a long time) but this is Tokyo and it‟s sometimes difficult enough
to co-ordinate schedules within the band, let alone get a fucking show. We‟ve been tentatively offered a gig in
June so that‟s what we‟re aiming for right now. I had a dream the other night that I spat a banana in some asshole‟s face. Maybe I‟ll start off with that and gradually work up to the cow‟s skeleton.
PVzine: If you could scare the shit out of anyone, alive, dead, double dead, half dead, etc., who would it be?
Ronnie: Whoever made that fucking fireflies song. You know who I mean. I was in a spaghetti place the other day and I‟m pretty sure they played his whole album. His saccharine turd of a voice sure helped me twist
that fork. What happened to pop music? Fuck that guy! I don‟t care whose cousin he is.
PVzine: Was “One of the Doctors is Not A Real Doctor” written from personal experience? Or is it acquired
testimony?

Ronnie: Years ago my mum worked as a nurse at a hospital. One night, a member of staff came and informed her that somebody was creeping around the wards pretending to be a doctor. Then there was a power
cut and everybody pissed their pants. That story got stuck in my head. I suppose the song takes it a lot further, as if you found the Dictaphone recordings of this insane gonzo surgeon.
Note: When I typed “pissed their pants,” auto correct suggested “his or her pants”
PVzine: What instruments do you use in your band? What have each of you learned from trial and error of
your musical weapons?
Ronnie: Feedback, guitar, bass, keyboards and drums. Mom and pop stuff y‟know? The Mamas and the Papas. The Mothers and the Fuckers. We‟ve learnt that cheap shitty guitars go out of tune after every song, but
that‟s all right. The keyboard girl has pictures of chipmunks stuck on the keys to remember where the chords
are. Her playing is top shelf these days, but I think those chipmunks are gonna write her the ticket to Hollywood. The place we rehearse has dirty microphones and the steps outside smell of vomit. The drummer girl
is a savage animal and the bassist guy has a vagina on his thumb.
PVzine: “Danny” made me hide under my bed. And for a bed, my mattress is already on the floor. I take it
he was a scary human being. He isn‟t gonna come back and eat me is he? If so, what body parts does he usually leave behind? I just want to check and see if I could try to survive it.
Ronnie: Danny is actually Clifford (the slimy naked guy hugging a block of ice on the EP cover). I changed
his name to Danny because it‟s more fun to shout than Clifford. Needles to say, he was a pretty disturbed individual. Don‟t know if the story is true but if you google “Clifford Hoyt” you can decide for yourself. The
EP cover was put together by the keyboard player and it‟s a very accurate plastercine reconstruction of the
picture that Clifford‟s landlord took when they kicked his door down. The stuff of nightmares. Look it up!
Clifford Hoyt.
PVzine: What are your plans for the rest of 2013? Any future plans to tour America?
Ronnie: Play some shows in Tokyo and finish a few more Eps at the old Laboratory. Got one in progress
right now that should hopefully have you puking in your own piss. Touring America or anywhere is a pipe
dream at this moment in time. Would love to though.
PVzine: Thank you so much for being a part of the zine! Anything you‟d like to add?
Ronnie: Fuck auto-tuned vocals forever and fuck that fireflies guy. Also, check out Tokyo Psych Fest on facebook. As well as producing great music/art themselves, these people are doing a lot of good for the underground music scene out here, putting on gigs every month for loads of interesting bands and artists that
would normally have a tough time. Also (from an audience perspective) the price of admission is very cheap
unlike the usual Tokyo standard of Bon Jovi prices for all occasions.

And at the end of this issue, be sure to check out a preview of the
Official Pretty Vacant zine Trading Card #11 of Death by Raygun
available as a .pdf on the official zine website!!!

From the Fans to the Bands!
A monthly centerfold spotlight on the rollers of rock!

This month’s spotlight fan is…. William Perkins!!!
William’s Top 10 Albums:
10.Coheed and Cambria - In Keeping Secrets of
Silent Earth 3
9.Coheed and Cambria - Good Apollo I'm Burning
Star IV, Volume One: From Fear Through the Eyes
of Madness
8.AC/DC - Who Made Who
7.Black Sabbath - Symptom of the Universe ( This
is one of the most well crafted "Greatest Hits"
albums I have ever found )
6.Boston - Boston
5.ZZ Top - Antenna
4.Rush - A Farewell to Kings
3.Rob Zombie - Hellbilly Deluxe
2. Rage Against the Machine - Battle of Los Angeles
1. Rammstein - Rosenrot
PVzine: Tell us about yourself. What were some of the earliest bands/albums you remember as a child?
Will: Well, first off, my name is Will and I'm a white dude working for HostGator.com. I'm 23 years old, I
have a daughter who is 2, and my girlfriend lives with me. Generally the bands I remember from my childhood are Queen, Red Hot Chili peppers, Black Sabbath, Godsmack, and Everlast.
PVzine: At what age did rock change from entertainment to something you sought comfort in?
Will: I want to say it was around the age or 12 or 13. My parents split around that time so I had a lot of time
to myself since both parents worked long hours. The rock station and some of my dad‟s albums kept me pretty entertained.
PVzine: What albums are the best for long road trips?
Will: Oh man. There is no real answer to this question. It all depends on your mood, driving conditions, and
reason for driving. Best thing to tell you is sit down when you know you're going to be going on a long trip,
an craft a selection that will allow for flexibility in mood and pacing.
PVzine: You‟ve been tested quite a lot in your life. What got you through all of these obstacles?

Will: To be quite honest, I have no idea how I've come this far. I just kinda do what I always do, power
through and do what I feel is right. The most recent obstacle has been the car accident. Fortunately enough
my leg and foot have healed enough that I can work almost normally again.
PVzine: You have a beautiful young daughter. How old is she? What bands/albums are you privy to share
with her? Is she very musical herself?
Will: My daughter is 2, and her name is Jasmine. Even when she was in the womb, I shared music with her.
Specifically we listened to a lot of Coheed and Cambria at the time, but over the past couple of years any
time I've found something new and interesting to listen to, I'll generally play it with her around. She loves
dancing to music.
PVzine: What do you think of the current state of mainstream rock? Anything out there that catches your ear
or that you would rather hear played on a pop station?
Will: Unfortunately, here would be my weak point. Since moving to Houston, I've only found one rock station to listen to, which only plays classics, and one all-around station that plays today's top hits, but primarily
rock. While I don't get to listen to it often, I can't say that anything catches my ear, but I also can't say that
any of it should be played on a pop station. It's a miserable in-between.
PVzine: How do you feel rock has changed from when you were young to today? Is it for better or for
worse?
Will: I feel that it's changed for the worst, to be quite honest. Over the past few years less and less quality
albums have been released. Part of why I don't generally listen to the radio that much anymore as well. I just
can't stand newer stuff.
PVzine: What would you like to see happen in rock n roll in your lifetime?
Will: Personally, I'd like to see some of the older stylings come back. This "make it louder, sing faster" trend
has got to go. Not all of the new stuff is like that, but Most of the stuff I have found does.
PVzine: Thanks so much for sitting down with us! Anything you‟d like to add?
Will: Not a problem! Only thing I need to add is to not fuck with your Cell Phone or GPS unit, or anything
that distracts you while driving. You could kill someone. Also, don't be a dick.

Kiss and Tell
Recent Musical Rendezvous with Records!
My musical prophecy of 2013
by Charlie (Charlotte) Croft
WOLF ALICE
Forget about the Hounds of Love; it‟s all about the Howls of Love as we welcome new North-London
band Wolf Alice into our speakers and headphones.
I listened to the full 2mins and 58 seconds of „Fluffy‟ and instantly needed more to fulfil the rapid growth of
my Wolf Alice cravings. The four-piece prove that short bursts of guitar are not all they have to offer with
„White Leather‟ which lays out a stripped down 90‟s grunge-esque melodic track alongside Ellie Roswell‟s
sultry vocals. In other words, its ace; Not what I expected to hear after „Fluffy,‟ which shows the band are
still at that early stage of experimenting, trying to figure out which musical route they want to go down. It
shows their rawness and when you find a track in 2013 which sounds like it could‟ve been from The
Cure’s discography, you know you‟ve hit the jackpot.
What I love even more about new and hidden bands are the prices; A ticket to see Wolf Alice at Camden‟s KOKO this month just £5, but something makes me think I won‟t be seeing them just the once.
If you haven‟t already booked your tickets, I would now and fall in love with „Wednesday‟ and „Leaving
You‟ as well as the previously mentioned tracks.
When an excitable buzz around follows a band and Radio 1 are finally waking up to their potential success
this year, it is the prime time to see them,
Be that annoying person who says „Well I saw them first.‟
You won‟t be eating your words, I can assure you.
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Musician Classifieds
Are you looking to start a band? Are you a band in need of new musicians?
Do you just wanna jam? Your free musicians classifieds section starts here!
(People only please, no musical instruments)

Pretty vacant zine
Official trading card series

For a printable sheet of trading cards of each
band, check out our WordPress that you are
likely on right now—they will be
individually posted .pdfs , posted after every
issue. Trading amongst your friends, enemies
and yo damn self!
Rock on, bitches!

A Note from the Editor:
While this issue may be a bit short, starting next month we will be into our Summer
Series, where we will
experiment with new ideas for bringing the zine up and out of text and pictures, synonyms and paper jams
to video ideas, downloadable prank calls, and god only knows what else!
Here are a list of ideas we have for our summer issues, to make the zine more interactive and a little more daring—
- random concerts in public playing badly
- test how depressed we can make a bartender
- punk rock flash mob





question people on the streets

donate ironic books to ironic places





prank calls

improv in public

Cast your vote and submit new ideas to:
prettyvacantzine@gmail.com!
Rock on, bitches!!!

THAT’S IT, FOLKS!
Thank you for being a part of this little dream
of mine, and for all of your support, helping
this zine become as successful as it has! This
still only the beginning, and through your support, we’re starting a counterculture zine revolution! Everyone has the right to be published,
so if you or someone you know has a dream,
let’s make it real!
Keep the music coming, stay at least a little
daring,
and question everything.
Rock on, bitches!!!!
Meggy-Kate Gutermuth
Pretty Vacant zine Editor

